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TURKISH AIRLINES SIGNED AN AGREEMENT WITH MINT SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS FOR THE USE OF TRAINING AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM (MINT TRMS)
Kiel, 17.04.2018 - MINT Software Systems is proudly announcing a service agreement with Turkish Airlines
for the delivery of the MINT Training and Resource Management System (MINT TRMS) to enhance further and
streamline the management of the flight crew and in-flight crew training of the global airline.
“We are thrilled to welcome Turkish Airlines to the international MINT user community,” says Frank Vieira Hugger
Director Sales and Marketing at MINT Software Systems. “After an extensive selection-process, Turkish Airlines
training experts have selected our state-of-the-art training and resource management system MINT TRMS which
will further fulfill their increasing training requirements within their future growth plans.”
MINT TRMS will allow training planners, instructors and crews with “anytime, anywhere” online access to their
training schedules, electronic grading forms, reports, learning materials, and other training related data. It
simplifies and optimizes the management of instructor allocation (roster synchronization), classroom distribution,
student allocation, course scheduling and the planning and optimization of flight simulator schedules.
“We were looking for the most powerful and in the same time flexible training and qualifications management
solution available on the market, and with MINT TRMS we have found it,” says Mustafa Eğilmezbilek, SVP Corporate
and Operational Solutions at Turkish Airlines. “With MINT we will be able to further increase the effectiveness and
readiness of the entire training organization significantly, to support the extensive fleet expansion plans, Turkish
Airlines has set for the coming years,” he adds.
MINT TRMS allows customers to optimize their training workflows and speed up the planning process with its
outstanding scheduling capabilities. This unique platform helps airlines and training centers all over the globe to
significantly enhance their efficiency and the day to day life of instructors and crews in training.
The agreement with Turkish Airlines includes the MINT hosted (SaaS) MINT TRMS Premium Edition for training
schedules, record management, e-grading, in-depth reporting and analysis capabilities, as well as the integration
to various Turkish Airlines IT systems including crew rostering system used by Turkish Airlines.
About MINT Software Systems
MINT Software Systems, headquartered in Kiel, Germany, with subsidiaries in Orlando, Florida, and Sharjah, UAE and partner
companies in Bucaramanga, Colombia and Kiev, Ukraine creates innovative training and resource management solutions used
by aviation players all over the globe. MINT's SaaS and onsite solutions employing latest software technology, allowing
efficient records and training schedule for crew, ground, and maintenance staff and guarantee trouble-free regulatory
compliance with the AQP/ATQP programs of authorities like the FAA and EASA.
About Turkish Airlines
Established in 1933 with a fleet of five aircraft, Star Alliance member Turkish Airlines has a fleet of 327 (passenger and cargo)
aircraft flying to 303 worldwide destinations as 254 international and 49 domestic, in 121 countries. More information about
Turkish Airlines can be found on its official website www.turkishairlines.com or its social media accounts on Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, LinkedIn, and Instagram.
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